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Trumpet Architecture
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THE PR.6 TRUMPET
PISTON ROTARY TRUMPET 6TH INNOVATION
The best qualities of rotary and piston trumpets in one instrument:
 the precision, clarity and projection of a piston trumpet,
 the sound colour, musicality and ergonomics of a rotary trumpet.
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PISTON VALVES:
A
REVERSED
STANDARD
VALVE BLOCK WITH HEAVY
BRACING TO THE BELL AND
FINGER MOUNT.

THE GARLANDED KRANZ AND NICKEL
SILVER RIM ADD CORE TO THE TONE.
THE 134mm COPPER GOLD BRASS
BELL
HAS
A
SLOWER,
WIDER
CONICITY CONSISTENT WITH ROTARY
GEOMETRY. THE INNER VOLUME OF
THE INSTRUMENT IS 505CC.

THE TUNING LEADPIPE TRAVELS IMMEDIATELY
INTO THE VALVE CLUSTER, CRITICAL TO ACHIEVING
THE DISTINCTIVE ROTARY SOUND.
CLOSE
PROXIMITY OF THE VALVE CLUSTER TO THE
LEADPIPE ALSO PROVIDES THE BETTER OVERALL
INTONATION FOUND IN ROTARY OVER TRUMPETS.

VIENNA KLAPPEN IN Ab, A AND Bb ARE OPERATED
BY THE LEFT HAND. ON ROTARY TRUMPETS THE
RIGHT HAND HAS TO OPERATE 3 VALVES AND 3
KLEPPEN. THE KLAPPEN SLIDE CAN BE REPLACED
WITH ONE WITH FEWER OR NO KLAPPEN.
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THE PR.6 TRUMPET
PISTON ROTARY TRUMPET 6TH INNOVATION
In 2021 a research paper in the International Trumpet Guild Journal compared scientifically for the first time the
technical, musical, historical and cultural differences between rotary and piston trumpets.1

Readers’ responses

confirmed an ambivalence among players between the two configurations but recognised the virtues of both. This
prompted research and design development as to whether there might be a configuration for a trumpet incorporating the
best qualities of each type in a single instrument.

The Sixth Innovation
TRUMPETS AND CORNETS HAVE BENEFITED FROM CONSTANT AND SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS IN MANUFACTURING PROCESSES, ENGINEERING
AND DETAILED DESIGN.

There have been minor innovations (Amado water keys, triggered tuning slides, tuning bells, and

particularly the placement of mass and bracing) but genuine innovations in trumpet design have been few.
The PR.6 joins a short line of innovations:
1. the separate and transferrable mouthpiece and leadpipe,
2. the slide and clock-spring trumpet,
3. padded keys (Weidinger, Vienna, 1792),
4. chromatic piston valves (Sattler, Leipzig, 1820) and rotary valves (Adams, Massachusetts, 1825),
5. the TARV mechanism (Belorgey, Paris, 1847), and now
6. the PR.6 trumpet.

1

Colin BLOCH, International Trumpet Guild Journal, vol 46 no.1, October 2021
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Rotary v Piston: Critical Differences
The primary

differentiator between rotary and piston trumpets - how they sound and feel to play - is the relative

position of the valve cluster in the air column.

piston

trumpet valves are much farther along the air

column, leaving less of the air column in which to develop
conicity towards the bell.

rotary trumpet (and flugel horn) valves are closer to the
mouthpiece, allowing conicity to develop much sooner,
yielding a larger inner volume and a bell with slower and
wider conicity and a wider rim.
The

secondary differentiator

is that the rotary

trumpet’s air column passes much more directly through
the valve cluster, in a straight line when the valves are not
depressed, whereas on the piston trumpet there are many
more twists and turns. This greatly affects the difference
in response between the two types.
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Rotary v Piston: Different Virtues
The musical qualities of the piston and rotary systems are very different. Neither is better. The greater and lesser virtues
of each have been identified2 and it is these that are brought together in the PR.6 trumpet.
The rotary

trumpet, with the valve cluster closer to the mouthpiece, a larger inner volume, and a wider and slower

conicity leading to a larger bell, produces a wider and more blended sound. Its lateral configuration naturally invites
a more relaxed and healthier posture. It is slightly better in tune than a piston trumpet and has between one and four (but
often three) lever-activated Vienna ‘klappen’ or vent-keys. These provide increased accuracy in the higher register by
interrupting impedance and reducing resistance3. The insurmountable difficulty on the rotary trumpet of inserting or
removing mutes quickly while playing is probably what has inspired the modern generation of TARV trumpets.
The piston

trumpet, with the valve cluster much further down the air column, has a smaller and less conical inner

volume with a smaller and more sharply flared bell. This provides greater clarity and precision of attack and projection
and a more focussed sound. Mute changing is easier while playing.

2
3

Colin BLOCH op.cit.
Similar to vent holes on a natural or baroque trumpet, but with keys instead of using finger pads.
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PR.6: The Best of Both in One Instrument
The PR.6 is an innovation combining the best of rotary and piston trumpets’ playing qualities, technologies and
ergonomics. It is:
1. the first trumpet to combine piston valves within a rotary configuration;
2. the first trumpet to have Vienna klappen operated by the left hand, leaving the right hand free to use the valves. On
a rotary trumpet, the right hand operates the three valves and up to four Vienna klappen;
3. the first trumpet in a rotary configuration to allow quick and easy mute changes and
4. the first trumpet ergonomically designed a priori to support optimum posture, breathing, stamina and health.
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Playing Ergonomics
Which brings us to ergonomics, posture and well-being.
It has been shown4 that rotary and piston instruments encourage different posture.
A fundamental problem with many brass instruments has been that the instrument is designed, and the ergonomics have to
follow. This often leading to postural difficulties which manifest in playing difficulties and stress.

Ergonomics
Ergonomic benefits with improvements in well-being and reduction in stress are at the heart of this design.
The diagrams on the next page show the comparative playing postures of the piston trumpet, the PR.6, and of the rotary
trumpet.
The piston trumpet encourages hunching and bent wrists and forearms, whereas the rotary trumpet encourages a more
lateral posture to arms and thorax, unbent wrists, and a more balanced overall stance. Most of these benefits are
captured in the PR.6.

4

BLOCH op cit
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THE TYPICAL
HUNCHED
POSTURE OF THE
PISTON TRUMPET

THE PR.6 POSTURE
SITS BETWEEN THE
TWO, BUT MUCH
MORE TOWARDS
THE ROTARY
POSTURE.

THE ROTARY
POSTURE
ENCOURAGES A
MORE RELAXED
STANCE, WITH
OPENED ARMS
SUPPORTING A
LESS COMPRESSED
THORAX AND THUS
BETTER
BREATHING.
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The PR.6 encourages a comfortable,
balanced and poised positioning of
the hands and forearms, with the
hands evenly placed, and general
straightness through the wrist and
forearm
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Making It: Target Specifications
The PR.6 has been designed for ease of fabrication.
The valve block is a standard one (Bach or similar), but reversed. The bell is a standard rotary 134mm bell.
The remainder requires pipework within the competence of any small maker.
The PR.6 would have interchangeable lead pipes and tuning slides (with or without Klappen keys).
Key

C 440 (shown), Bb

Length without mouthpiece

465mm

Inner volume

505cc

Weight without mouthpiece

1,085g

mean bore

22.121mm

Balance point

2.1 - 2.5 valve

Bell

Gold brass one-piece linear seam
Rim diameter 134mm copper rich gold
brass / nickel silver garland
3 nickel silver braces
Rotary conicity

Adjustments

Combined 1st / 3rd trigger
1st slide miniball joint
Pressure release aperture in
third valve casing

Leadpipes

Valves

Removeable interchangeable
based on Kuhn C355 and c2

11.00mm, based on a Bach Strad
valve block reversed
Valve travel 10.34mm
Frictive area 4,084mm2
Inter-valve 7.41mm

Tuning slide

Standard with three Vienna keys
Options with fourth G key, with Bb
key only, or with no keys

Customisations

Copper content of bell
Layout of Vienna keys
Position and size of left thumb
ring
Position of right finger ring
Push-rod or lever triggers
Variant leadpipes
Ruby chip insets to valve caps
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PR.6-L
In western populations 10 - 12% are left-handed. In China, cultural discrimination results in left-handedness being ‘cured’
to the extent that only 1 - 2% of the population is left-handed. In the West:
6 - 8% are of trumpeters are left-handed
14 - 15% of French Horn players are left-handed
12 - 14% of trombonists are left-handed
This suggests that left-handed beginners have been diverted to the left-handed French horn, or the trombone. The full
extent of talent embedded in left-handed people, often more musically capable, is being lost to trumpeting.
Only CarolBrass makes a left-handed trumpet, shown here. The configuration with the bell
to the right of the valves is also what is found on a flugel horn.
The PR.6 could easily
be made for left-handed
players: The PR.6-L
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Appendix: The TARV Trumpet
The TARV (top action rotary valve) mechanism has been around for a long time without gaining popular traction. NicolasPaul Belorgey gained a patent in 1847 for a piston mechanism controlling a rotary valve5 which offered vertical plunger
levers activating rotary valves6.

There has been a modern TARV revival of innovative but perhaps eccentric high-quality

instruments. Two eminent makers - Schagerl and Possegger - each now makes a TARV trumpet in two different
configurations with the piston-activated rotary valves either ….
1.

close to the mouthpiece in the conventional rotary position (Schagerl’s Gansch-horn / Possegger’s Vertikal) or

2.

further down the air column, in the conventional piston position (Schagerl’s Raweni / Possegger’s Tricky).

A 19th century TARV cornet
with the rotary valves
much further down the air
column, in the traditional
piston position.

Schagerl’s Gansch-horn
with the rotary valves
close to the mouthpiece, in
the traditional rotary (and
flugel horn)position.

Schagerl’s Raweni with the
rotary valves much
further down the air
column, in the traditional
piston position.

Bach’s Early Error: Vincent Bach made
early rotary valve trumpets with rotary
valves in the piston valve position further
down the air column. Shown here is a 1934
model7. These were not successful and only
15 were made. Bach’s later and current
rotary valve instruments have them in the
correct position.

Belorgey was Parisian valve-maker who had worked with most Parisian makers. On Thursday 25th November 1847 he acquired a French patent, number 6428, for ‘Genre de piston à
cylindre, à moteur vertical , pour les instruments de musique en cuivre’ or ‘Type of piston-cylinder, vertically-driven, for brass musical instruments’ for a rotary valve cylinder controlled by a
small valve with a coiled spring.
6 The history of TARV instruments is well documented at https://brasspedia.com/index.php?title=Top_action_rotary_valve_trumpets
7 h ttps://www.horn-u-copia.net
5
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